Your Qi to relaxation, health, and happiness

 Qi is the Chinese word for vitality, life-force, and power.
Product Principles

MASSAGE
Massaging relaxes the muscles and tendons around the spine, relieving pressure on the spinal cord, unblocking the nerves, and adjusts the spine. Massaging also stretches the spine to release pressure from the gel-like discs that act as cushions between each vertebra, which are the bones that comprise the spinal column.

FINGER PRESSURE
Finger pressure effect is a practice done by hand to relieve compressed nerves by correcting the spinal alignment. Application of such effect helps the body to return to its natural rhythm.

MOXIBUSTION
Moxibustion effect is derived from the Eastern medicine principles. Moxibustion uses heat derived from a specific material to aid in healing and relaxation.

CERAGEM Operations and functions are only a touch of a button away
**INTERNAL PROJECTORS & GUIDANCE TRACK**

Central to the design of CERAGEM is the bio-technically advanced Internal Projector. Moving along the user's natural back line with the assistance of the guidance track, homogenous force is applied by the weight of the user's body against the internal projector which stimulates appropriate pressure points along the spinal area. Along with the pyrogen-bonded Heated Panel that maximizes heating efficiency, the Projector's effects are greatly intensified.

**EXTERNAL PROJECTORS**

CERAGEM comes with two External Projectors, one 9-sphere and one 3-sphere module which can be applied to arms, abdomen or other parts of the body while the automated program is running. This simultaneous application of External and Internal Projectors amplify the relaxing effects and enhances the overall effectiveness of the massage session.

**MAIN / LOWER MAT**

The Main / Lower mat incorporates an epoxy carbon panel that intensifies Radiant Infrared Heat on the upper and lower body extremities. It allows users to turn their body over on the unit for a more complete and consistent therapy.

**Radiant Infrared Heat**

The benefits of Radiant Infrared Heat have been researched and noted for increasing blood circulation throughout your body, which in turn, improves your overall health. You can receive an optimal level of Radiant Infrared Heat through our Internal Projectors, External Projectors, and our Epoxy Carbon Panels (a component in the main and lower mats). Our External Projectors emit Radiant Infrared Heat and allow convenient access to all parts of your body. The Epoxy Carbon Panels, located in the main and lower mats also generate Radiant Infrared Heat, which automatically is applied to your upper and lower body extremities.
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External Projectors
The CERAGEM CGM-M3500 comes with upgraded external projectors, including a 9-sphere module for application to arms, abdomen or other body parts during the unit's automated program, resulting in more radiant infrared heat and amplified effectiveness.

Terminal Connector
An additional power switch that's independent of the main power line provides safe and secure operation at your fingertips.

Power Supply for the Lower Mat
With its own power supply, the supplementary mat increases the distribution of radiant infrared heat to the lower part of the body.

Internal Projector and Guidance Track
Central to the design of the CERAGEM CGM-M3500 is the biotechnologically advanced internal projector which moves along the user's natural back line with the assistance of the guidance track.
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Remote Control
Remote Control for main unit and external projector is right at your fingertips. An audible sound is given each time you press a button, for easy recognition of settings. Remote control cradle assures stability and comfort during use while providing convenient storage for the Remote Control while not in use.

Lower Mat
Patented in the USA, Japan and Korea, the lower mat’s Epoxy Carbon Panel intensifies heating effects on lower limbs and allows users to reverse their orientation on the unit for complete and consistent treatment.

Temperature Control for Epoxy Carbon Panel
The panel’s independent temperature control is easily adjusted to fit user’s individual comfort level.

Connector for Projector and Remote Control
The 3-sphere and 9-sphere projectors have individual connectors, allowing two users to simultaneously operate the projectors independently.
CERAGEM is the largest provider of high quality thermal massagers.

CERAGEM is expanding worldwide, serving over 50 countries and receiving high accolades from people everywhere for incredible product efficacy.

CERAGEM is committed to providing customers with an opportunity to experience the amazing effects of CERAGEM products through no-obligation free trials. We are confident that our free trial program will convey the effectiveness of CERAGEM to you!

Our endless efforts to improve human health will continue beyond the 21st Century.